Food Ingredient Expo on Wednesday, March 6, 2019. Join the Southern California Institute of Food Technologists Section for a FREE, industry-only food ingredient expo at the Disneyland Hotel Exhibition Hall in Anaheim, CA. More than 600 suppliers will be on hand to showcase food ingredients for your kitchen from 3:30-8:00 p.m. Discover the latest ingredients, new concepts and unique products. Followed by a FREE networking reception. Register today!

The Source? On a Tuesday?

Are you surprised to see The Source in your inbox on a Tuesday? We asked you what you wanted from our weekly newsletter and you told us! The new day isn’t all that’s changing. Keep an eye out for our next edition on March 5th, which will include a remodeled look with highlighted Government Affairs content and a more streamlined CRA News section.
**MORE HEADLINES**

**News You Need to Know:** Hundreds of bills introduced; three deal with sugar

**Partner Content:** Supreme Court strikes down significant pay equity case

**Partner Content:** Things to consider when ending a workers' employment

---

**GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS**

Sponsored by:

In a hotter California, employers may have to protect workers indoors

Over the last five years, temperatures in California have escalated to some of the hottest on record. A new proposal will expand upon existing regulations for heat safety limits outdoors to also keep employees protected indoors. The CRA has submitted comments on behalf of restaurants to Cal/OSHA to ensure that food safety, kitchen temperatures and attire and industry-specific concerns are considered while crafting new regulations.

---

**MORE HEADLINES**

Central Coast businesses work to adapt to 2019 minimum wage increase

San Diego Styrofoam and single-use plastic bans have begun

Unpredictable schedules mean unhappy employees

---

**HEADLINES**

Sponsored by:
Should restaurants focus their marketing on Gen Z or Millennials?

It may be confusing to select your target consumer. What is the difference between a Gen Z'er and a Millennial? Why do they both always have social media at the forefront of their minds? This article suggests that Gen Z will soon replace the buzzing Millennials as the hottest demographic.

Looking for more marketing ideas for your business? Make sure you're getting the member-exclusive Marketing in a Minute newsletter each month.

MORE HEADLINES

How to use your restaurant space to tell your story
Will Yelp become a digital dining superpower after partnering with GrubHub?
Bay Area restaurants support teachers during strike

CALENDAR

FEB 28
San Ramon: 2019 Food Service Forecast with Jot Condie
Register Now

MARCH 4
Fresno Chapter: 2018 Best of the Valley Restaurant Awards
Register Now
Fresno Convention & Entertainment Center

MARCH 6
Orange County Chapter: 2019 President's Panel
Register Now
San Diego County: The Dos and Don'ts of Human Resources
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